
Under the Bed
What’s Really Going On?

Therapist Linda Porter brings us her second book, 
with more true stories: this time it’s about sex
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Psychological therapist Linda Porter gives us more true stories she 
has collected, which included going online to chat to people on 

various sex and dating sites.

As well as true stories from friends and colleagues, and also clients who 
want to raise awareness, writing Under the Bed involved signing up to 
various sex sites and talking to many people about their experiences 
and motivations. The result is a collection of stories illustrating what is 
happening out there. The stories are recounted as told, so are sexually 
explicit. 

sex is but another human behaviour on a large spectrum of human 
behaviours. The main reason for writing it was a response to concern by a 
professional therapy body, about certain counsellors finding themselves 
suddenly hearing about a client’s sexual experiences and feeling very 
uncomfortable, or at worst unable to deal with it at all.

Linda hopes that reading this book will bring it all a little closer to 
normality.

‘She knocked on the door of his flat. “I suppose that sounds 
dangerous, but we had met up a couple of times and talked about 
having sex and what we wanted, and I was driven with this desire.’” 

Elaine had gone with her instinct that he was okay and thank goodness 
he was. She always wore the white hold-up stockings...’

Linda Porter has practiced as a psychological therapist for almost twenty years. 
During her time as a therapist she has worked with many people and helped 
them often in areas focusing on their sexual behavior. she hopes that the real life 
stories in her book will help others and raise awareness. Linda also spends a lot 
of time in Spain, where she finds her inspiration for writing her books.  Linda has 

previously published Under The Hood with the Book Guild in 2015. 
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